Good City Government
Is Subject of Discussion
By Governors, Mayors
Panel To Include
Leader, Dilworth
Three state governors and three mayors of Delaware Valley cities will take part in a panel discussion on "What Makes Good Government for Metropolitan Areas?" Friday evening in Houston.
Governors George M. Leader of New Hampshire, Robert B. Meyers of New Jersey and J. Coble Rogers of Delaware, as well as Mayors Vincent Dilworth of Philadelphia, Thomas C. Truax of Trenton and August P. Walt of Wilkes-Barre, will offer their views.
Panel Ends Conference
The panel discussions will conclude Saturday conference on metropolitan government in connection with the 35th session of the Institute of Local and State Government of the University of Pennsylvania.
Dr. K. William Rhoads, president of the Institute of Public Administration in New York, will deliver a major address of the conference at a dinner Saturday night on the role of the scholar in developing metropolitan policy.
The panel discussion, in which each speaker will present a paper, will follow Dr. George B. Peters, junior assistant professor of political science at the University. Mr. Peters is chairman of the organizing committee.
Prior to Friday evening, three panel discussions and one question period were held.
K. William Rhoads is professor of political science at the University.

Gates, Wike To Participate in Debate; Daily Worker Editor's Visit Traveled
Advisor to Group
Opposes Invitation
By Arthur C. Pariseau
The Government Club's invitation to the Young Communist League's Miss Susan Brown, who will debate Commonwealth Club's Miss Susan Brown, will be declined, that is the conclusion of a panel of the university administration.
Arthur C. Pariseau, assistant professor of political science, who was invited to speak (on campus) by the Young Communist League, is the university's representative.

Late Registrants
Less Than 1956
One hundred and ninety-six students registered yesterday as late registrants at the University.

George R. Leavitt
Penn Players Seek Two Undergraduates
With Bagpipes To Play for 'Brigadoon'

By Paul J. Spingold
The Pennsylvania Players, who must obtain a number of students to participate in the production of a musical, are trying to find two undergraduates who own and play bagpipes.

Tryouts Held This Week

Pennsylvania State College in the position of accompanist for the year's freshman musical, "Black Mask" and "Will Shaw of the University of the University of Pennsylvania.

T. D. Ayers stated that there should contact him at 2233 Walnut street. He added that the accom- play at rehearsals and at tryouts.
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**The Reviewing Stand**

**Broadway To Hollywood**

The motion picture industry has come to rely on the legitimate theater audience as the prime mover in preserving the highly successful chain of movie-goers. The trend is sharply directed by the studio that produces the great picture. Some are taking the initiative of utilizing the chain of picture-going enthusiasts. The Public Information Service is providing the means to achieve the goal.

The Public Information Service is an organization of the Motion Picture Industry that exists for the purpose of promoting the professional standards of the industry. It is a group of experts who work to promote the legitimate theater audience as the key to the success of the film industry.

Miss Hayes makes an important point in the title of her story, "Spender." She says, "A Spender will take fine care of his money, but he may not have the money to spend." This is a point that many people overlook when they discuss the role of money in society. It is important to remember that money is not just a means of exchange, but also a way of thinking about the world. Money can be used to buy things, but it can also be used to influence people's ideas and values.

The story also highlights the importance of friendship and loyalty. The characters in the story are all drawn from the world of business, but they all have a strong sense of community and loyalty. They are all willing to work together to achieve their goals, and they are all willing to help each other when they need it.

In the end, the story is a celebration of the human spirit. The characters may be flawed, but they are all well-intentioned and passionate about what they do. They are all human, and they are all worthy of our respect.

The Reviewing Stand

**The Kaleidoscope**

**From Here To Fraternity**

by Melvin Ferman

**Specialized training program**

Evan each professional engineering education as a foundation for a successful career in the field of engineering. Our specialized training program is designed to provide you with the knowledge and skills you need to succeed in your chosen field of engineering. Our experienced instructors will guide you through the program, providing you with a solid foundation in the principles and techniques of engineering. Our comprehensive curriculum covers a wide range of topics, including mechanics, electrical engineering, and computer science. You will also have the opportunity to gain practical experience through hands-on projects and assignments.

**Direct hire**

We are looking for new and experienced engineers to join our team. We have a variety of positions available, including software engineers, hardware engineers, and systems engineers. Our clients are leading companies in the fields of aerospace, defense, and telecommunications. We offer competitive salaries and benefits, as well as opportunities for professional growth and development.

**Take a 2-minute preview of your path to RIA engineering**

Now... and you advance

Well-engineered programs mean recognition for initiative and effort, leading to advancement that's as professional as it is financial. RIA helps you develop your potential through programs designed for junior and senior engineers.

**RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA**

**NEWTON'S APPLE**

Newton contended the idea for his Law of Gravity while being soundly bashed on the noggin by a falling apple.

**CORY CORP.**
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Penn Fencers Lose to Lions

Columbia's varsity and freshman fencing teams visited Pennsylvania's Hutchinson Gym yesterday and won back to New York with a clean sweep over the Quakers, 15-2 in the varsity match, and 14-1 in the freshman match.

Penn fell behind 5-3 in the varsity match and were unable to catch the Lions despite a late surge which brought them to within three out of the New Yorkers at 12-9, but could only gain a single point in the last six bouts.

Trumble, Thoman Win Two
Joe Trumble (foil) and Pete Thoman (saber) were the only dual winners for the Quakers.

Columbia's powerful spear team of Robert Carter, Steve Buchanan and Jim Margolis was the difference in the match, capturing six of six bouts. Penn won the foil, saber, and epee events while Columbia took the sabre, the foil and the epee.

Quakers Eliminated
The loss was the third in a row for the Quakers in the Ivy League and places them at the bottom of the League standings and eliminates them from pennant contention.

* IMMEDIATE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
* Lowest Cost Priced Drugs
* Cameras, Films, Flash Bulbs
* Men's Tallow, Yardley, Old Spice, Seaforth
* Unused Stationery

Penn Pharmacy
3700 Walnut Street
Narberth Drug Store, Pa. Narberth

---

Pennsylvania

HAMBURG

Hamlet

With Sir Laurence Olivier

At 8 P.M. Tonight and 2 P.M. Tomorrow

---
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TEXTBOOKS—NEW AND USED

We have the textbooks you need

USED TEXTBOOKS

CORRECT EDITION GUARANTEED

Lab Supplies  Fountain Pens  Zipper Binders
Notebooks  Stationery  Desk Lamps

ZAVELLE'S

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9!

3427 WOODLAND AVENUE
(OPPOSITE COLLEGE HALL)
Cornell Defeats Penn Grapplers

Quaker Hoopsters Face Hawks JV

Pennsylvania's junior varsity basketball team was seeking its first victory of the 1965-66 season as it traveled to New York and City Line to challenge St. John's V. V. on Thursday, 7:00 p.m.7

Classified Ads

LOWEST PRICES EVER
On Our Entire Stock of
Clothing and Haberdashery

- styled in the current Ivy tradition
- identical with clothes in the most exclusive shops. We've removed the makers' labels—hence your savings!

TRAVEL THIS SUMMER?

TOO BAD, SHE'S BAD

Administrator of Technical Education

for details.

MOW

Mr. | |

When our representative visits your

this dynamic and challenging field.

Classified Ads

NOW - ERIC MARIA REMARQUE'S

ALSO - LOVELY SOPHIA LOREN

60th and Spruce Sts.

3108 Market St.

ACE AUTO RENTAL
Rent a New Car Drive Yourself

BA 2-4250 - BA 2-4251
4220 LANCASTER AVE.
FIVE MINUTES FROM CAMPUS

Insurance Coverage
Cars Delivered

TRAVEL S. I. T. A.

ELWOOD B. JACOBY
OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE AND YOUR DIRECTOR
ON CAMPUS — 9-6
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
558 WALNUT STREET
SPECIAL STUDENT MATINEES EVERY SATURDAY

AT 1:30 P.M. — EVENINGS FROM 6:30 P.M.

INERTIAL NAVIGATION — a satellite positioning system using terrestrial means of energy, no earthbound direction — breaks advanced, events thinking of the highest order for:

- Electrical Engineers
- Mechanical Engineers
- Physicists

Let ARMA talk with you about YOUR Future in this dynamic and challenging field.

Learn about ARMA's pioneering role in Inertial Navigation and how our representatives can help your campus shortly. Ask your Placement Officer for details.

Campus interviews February 13

Or you may send inquiries for:
Mr. Charles S. Ferguson
Administrative of Technical Education

Division American Beach Arms Corp.
Reynold Field, Garden City, L. I., N. Y.